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New Orlando Treasure Hunt Company Announces Inaugural Event Offering $20,000 Prize
Treasured Adventures launches an all-new treasure hunting experience in Central Florida with
the debut of their very first adventure, offering a $20,000 grand prize to the winning team.
ORLANDO, Fla. (October 26, 2020)—Treasured Adventures Florida LLC, Central Florida’s
exclusive new treasure hunt company, is excited to announce its inaugural adventure — “A
Witch Hunt in Orange County: The Northern Star’s Demise — which offers a unique, socially
distanced experience for small groups to enjoy locally and a large cash prize for the winning
group.
This inaugural adventure will begin on November 14, 2020 at 8 a.m. and will end when the
treasure is found. The event will offer a completely unique outdoor experience in Central Florida
for groups of up to 6 people. Teams will solve clues, riddles, stories and more as they search for
hidden treasure with the chance to win a cash prize of $20,000. Treasured Adventures is also
committed to giving back to the community and will be donating 10% of their proceeds from
each adventure to Florida charities and locals in need.
“This year has brought many challenges,” said Bryan Lee, co-creator of Treasured Adventures.
“Maintaining relationships, finding activities that are COVID-19-friendly and getting off the couch
have been particularly challenging. So we want friends and families to grab their teams and
come make some memories that will last a lifetime at our inaugural event, where the grand prize
is $20,000.”
To participate, groups must go to the Treasured Adventures website and purchase one ticket for
$99 (valid for up to 6 participants) to register their team. Children ages 12 and under can
participate for free, meaning they are welcome to join the adventure without counting against
the six-participant limit. Once a group is registered, they will be invited to join a private
Facebook group, where they will be given the clues to help lead them to the hidden treasure,
which will be hidden on public property. Each team will be responsible for transporting their
group throughout the adventure, making stops at various locations throughout Orange County.
The first group to locate the treasure will be declared the winner and receive the $20,000 grand
prize.
Following their first adventure, “A Witch Hunt in Orange County: The Northern Star’s Demise”,
Treasured Adventures will be hosting similar adventures all over Florida, from the Gulf and the
Atlantic to the Keys and the Panhandle.
For more information about Treasured Adventures’ treasure hunt events, visit
treasuredadventuresflorida.com today.

About Treasured Adventures
Treasured Adventures is a family-owned and operated business that was created to provide a
fun, adventurous, creative and, most importantly, safe game that allows friends and families to
connect through an outdoor adventure — all while socially distanced.
Treasured Adventures was created during quarantine by a family of people from many different
backgrounds and professions who discovered a new love for getting outside and exploring
nature together. The team wanted to find a way to bring that same feeling of connection and
passion for exploration and adventure to others. Treasured Adventures provides a new way to
be outside, strategize together and win together.
Treasured Adventures’ goal is to make participants feel completely immersed in the outdoors
and in every story provided. While the stories and characters are fictional, the prize money is
not. Every adventure has one grand-prize winner, along with smaller prizes and giveaways.
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